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EPISODE 105
Madison, Wisconsin
TOPICS/THEMES
Families
Sports/Recreation: dance
Animals: insects/spiders
FUNCTIONAL LANGUAGE
Exchanging greetings
Hi! Hello! Howdy! How are you?
My name is Buster. What’s yours?
How’ve you been? Whatcha doing?
Good to see you! Come on in!

View and View Again

CONTENT LANGUAGE
Family: clan, mother, father, sister,
brother, aunt, uncle, cousin
,
Parts of the body: head, knees, feet
shoulders, legs, hands, chest
RECOMMENDED BOOKS
Buster and the Dance Contest by
Marc Brown; Loving by Ann Morris;
Nine-in-One, Grr! Grr! by Blia Xiong
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Extend and Make Connections
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Sleepy in Seattle

Can Tai Chi, bubble
EPISODE 106
Seattle, Washington

tea, and flying fish

TOPICS/THEMES
Feelings
Food
Sports/Recreation: ma
rtial arts
FUNCTIONAL LANGUA
GE
Expressing feelings
How are you feeling?
I’m sleepy. I’m not sle
epy.
I feel relaxed.
Discussing the future
You will …
CONTENT LANGUAGE
Feelings: sleepy, tire
d, half-asleep,
tense, relaxed, focus
ed, hungry
Food: spicy, too spicy
, delicious
RECOMMENDED BOOK
S
Fortune Cookie Fortune
s by Grace
Lin; Karate Boy by An
n Morris
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1. You will soon vaca
tion in a place of cool
climate.
2. You will travel to ma
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se.
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sweet or spicy. Have
discuss which were
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ds from their home
you can bring some in
to share!
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d items and empty foo
dents bring from home
d
. Students can perform
and selling foods from
role plays, buying
the market.
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